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Abstract Ensuring network survivability is of the utmost

importance in today’s networks. A Shared Risk Link Group

(SRLG) is the set of links in the network that share a com-

mon physical resource subject to fault(s). This concept al-

lows an upper layer the ability to implement SRLG diverse

routing.

Two algorithms, the Conflicting SRLG Exclusion (CoSE)

and the Iterative Modified Suurballe’s Heuristic (IMSH), will

be shortly reviewed. The first solves the min-min problem

and the second the min-sum problem, considering SRLG-

disjoint paths. It will then be described a new version of

CoSE, which will be designated as CoSE-MS, for solving

the min-sum problem for SRLG diverse routing. Finally CoSE-

MS and IMSH performance will be compared using random

networks and an optical network. Results show that CoSE-
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MS is a good compromise between the quality of obtained

solutions and the used CPU time.
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1 Introduction and Motivation

Internet traffic growth is a result of the number of services

and businesses depending on telecommunication networks.

For this reason, telecommunication services availability and

dependability are of the utmost importance. Service level

agreements must be satisfied in the event of faults in network

elements. The impact of a single (unprotected) fiber cut can

be tremendous if we recall that a single fiber with Dense

Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) can carry up

to 100 terabits per second. To ensure network survivability,

most network technologies consider some form of network

recovery.

There are two basic recovery mechanisms: rerouting and

protection switching. On the first case, recovery by rerouting

is defined as establishing new paths or path segments on de-

mand for restoring traffic after the occurrence of a fault. On
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the second case, protection switching recovery mechanisms

pre-establish a recovery path or path segment. From a topo-

logical point of view the recovery may be local, segment

or global. Local recovery protects against a link or neigh-

bor node fault of a working path and seeks to minimize the

amount of time required for failure propagation. Segment

recovery protects against a failure in a path segment. The

intent of global repair is to protect against any link or node

fault on a path or on a segment of the protected path.

In global path protection, the path that carries traffic un-

der normal operating conditions is called the Active Path

(AP), and the path that carries traffic when some fault affects

the AP is called the Backup Path (BP). Although transmis-

sion networks implement many protection techniques at the

physical layer, recovery at upper layers is also necessary. A

Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG) is a set of links (or edges)

in the network that share a common physical resource sub-

ject to fault(s). Since telecommunication networks are in-

trinsically multi-layered, the fault of a single network re-

source implies the fault in all links in the corresponding

SRLG, appears at an upper layer as a multi-fault event. In

this context, the concept of SRLG allows an upper layer to

select, for a given AP, a backup path, which avoids every

SRLG that may involve the selected AP, in the event of a

failure. That is a SRLG diverse path set may be defined as

a set of paths, between a source and a destination, so that

no pair of paths can simultaneously be affected by any given

failure (or risk) in a single failure scenario.

Extensions to the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) rout-

ing protocol in support of carrying link state information for

Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) are

specified in [12]. The SRLG is defined in [12] as sub-type-

length-value (sub-TLV) of the Link TLV. The existence of

SRLG information is also considered in Multi-Protocol La-

bel Switching (MPLS) Fast Reroute [18]. This confirms the

need for efficient routing algorithms capable of calculating

SRLG diverse paths.

One of the most frequent goals, when protection schemes

are used in telecommunication networks, is the minimiza-

tion of the used bandwidth. Assuming that no bandwidth

sharing is allowed among protection paths, this problem is

designated as the min-sum problem. When bandwidth shar-

ing is allowed among protection paths, this problem can be

approached as an asymmetrically weighted pair of disjoint

paths [13,23]. When the objective is to obtain the shortest

AP (considering that this path will define the QoS of the traf-

fic flow most of the time) that may be protected, the problem

is designated as the min-min problem.

The problem of finding a SRLG diverse path pair has

been shown to be NP-Complete [11]. Hu et al. [11] pro-

posed an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation for

the min-sum problem, and provided numerical results show-

ing that the ILP formulation is quite effective in networks

with a few hundreds of nodes. Rostami et al. [14] proposed

an algorithm, named CoSE, which is an extension to SRLG-

disjoint routing of a link-disjoint routing algorithm called

Conflicting Link Exclusion (COLE), proposed in [24]. COLE

algorithm has the drawback that requires the calculation of

a s-t min-cut with minimal positive capacity (where s and t

are a source and destination node) for solving the min-min

link-disjoint path pair problem. Xu et al. [24] introduce the

concept of conflicting link set, T , for a given AP, which is the

subset of the links on the AP such that no AP using all these

links can find a link-disjoint BP. Then, set T is used to divide
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the min-min problem in smaller problems. CoSE algorithm

solves the min-min problem extending the COLE algorithm

[24], by replacing the calculation of the conflicting link set

by the calculation of the conflicting SRLG set (which does

not require the calculation of any min-cut). CoSE algorithm

iteratively splits the network SRLGs into two sets and com-

putes the working and backup paths respectively from each

set. The minimum-cost diverse routing problem has the ob-

jective of finding two paths, SRLG diverse, with minimal to-

tal link cost (min-sum problem). In global dedicated protec-

tion against a SRLG single fault, the minimization of band-

width usage may be sought using path pairs of least addi-

tive cost. An iterative heuristic is proposed by Todimala et

al. [22], based on a modification of Suurballe’s algorithm

[21], for diverse routing under SRLG constraints that com-

putes the least cost SRLG diverse path pair. In [23] the same

authors propose a heuristic for solving the problem of com-

puting optimal SRLG/link diverse paths under shared pro-

tection (considering the definition of an optimal SRLG di-

verse path pair under shared protection as asymmetrically-

weighted [13]). The heuristic proposed in [23] for solving

this problem is an improvement of the Iterative Two-Step

Approach (ITSA) [10]. In [19,20] the authors considered the

problem of path protection in wavelength-routed networks

with SRLGs, proposed a heuristic method, which they com-

pared with the Trap Avoidance (TA) algorithm [25]. They

concluded that the new algorithm, Minimum Total Weight

(MTW), outperforms TA within the first few iterations. If

more iterations are considered there is no clear advantage of

one algorithm over the other.

In [8] an algorithm to enumerate SRLG diverse paths,

by non decreasing order of their total (additive) cost, was

presented, which is based on an algorithm proposed in [4] to

generate minimal cost node-disjoint path pairs. The SRLG

diverse path pairs may be node or edge-disjoint, with or

without length constraints.

In this work, a new version of CoSE, designated as CoSE-

MS, to solve the min-sum problem, will be described. This is

achieved by introducing a modified Bhandari’s edge-disjoint

shortest path pair algorithm [3] and using the Modified Su-

urballe’s Heuristic (MSH) proposed in [22], in the original

version of CoSE. In [7] a first version of CoSE-MS was

proposed and some preliminary results using random net-

works were shown. In this work, additional new results us-

ing random networks with different ranges for the cost of

the links, are now presented. Furthermore, a virtual topol-

ogy of lightpaths over a WDM network is created, so that

the existing SRLGs are determined by the underlying physi-

cal network, and simulation results using incremental traffic

are presented and discussed. Although the Iterative Modified

Suurballe’s Heuristic (IMSH) proposed in [22] is quite effi-

cient, it sometimes takes too long to detect that no solution

exists. Experimental results will show that CoSE-MS has a

lower CPU time than IMSH-MS, albeit with the handicap

that the optimality of the solution can not be verified. Nev-

ertheless it will also be shown (using IMSH as a reference)

that it obtains a high percentage of optimal solutions. There-

fore CoSE-MS is a good compromise between the quality

of obtained solutions and used CPU time, if the objective is

seeking a min-sum SRLG-disjoint pair in a very short time.

The paper is organized as follows. Firstly the notation

and the problem formulation, will be given. Secondly a short

revision of CoSE [14] and of IMSH [22], will be presented

in section 3. Thirdly a new version of CoSE, designated as
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CoSE-MS, for solving the min-sum problem, will be pro-

posed. Then CoSE-MS and IMSH relative performance, will

be discussed, based on two different sets of experiments.

The first set uses random undirected networks and the sec-

ond set uses a virtual topology over a WDM network, so that

the existing SRLGs are determined by the underlying phys-

ical network. Finally some conclusions will be presented in

section 6.

2 Notation

Let G = (N,A) be an undirected network with node set V =

{v1,v2, . . . ,vn} and edge (or link) set A = {a1,a2, . . . ,am}

(where n and m designate the number of nodes and edges in

G respectively). Let a non-negative cost function (or metric)

in the edges (undirected arcs), be defined:

cvavb ≥ 0, (va,vb) ∈ A (1)

where cvavb represents the cost of using edge (va,vb). The

cost c(p) of a path p in G with respect to metric c is:

c(p) = ∑
(va,vb)∈p

cvavb . (2)

Definition 1 A path p is said to be simple (or loopless) if

all its nodes are different.

We will use the word “path” to refer to simple paths, and

the expression “simple path” we will only be used when re-

quired.

Let path p = 〈v1,a1,v2, . . . ,vi−1,ai−1,vi〉, be given as an

alternate sequence of nodes and edges of G, such that the

tail of ak is vk and the head of ak is vk+1, for k = 1,2, . . . , i−

1 (all the vi in p are different). Let the set of nodes in p

be V ∗(p) and the set of edges in p be A∗(p). Two paths

p = 〈v1,a1,v2, . . . ,vi−1,ai−1,vi〉 and q are edge-disjoint if

A∗(p)∩A∗(q) = /0. Two paths p and q are disjoint if V ∗(p)∩

V ∗(q) = /0, and are internally disjoint [1] if {v2, . . . ,vi−1}∩

V ∗(q) = /0. It will be said that two paths are node-disjoint if

they are internally disjoint.

Let R be a set representing the risks (faults) in the func-

tional network. Each risk may correspond to a fiber cut, a

card fault at a node, a software fault, or any combination of

these factors. Let Ar represent the sub-set of network edges

(or links) in the network logical representation (correspond-

ing to a capacitated graph) that can be affected by risk r ∈ R.

Thence Ar is a SRLG (Shared Risk Link Group associated

with r). Let,

Rp = {r ∈ R : path p contains elements of Ar} (3)

The SRLG problem can be defined as follows [11].

Definition 2 Find two paths p and q, between a pair of nodes,

such that Rp ∩ Rq = /0. We also say that p and q are two

SRLG diverse paths (with respect to R).

The min-min problem addressed in [14] , for obtaining

a SRLG-disjoint (and edge-disjoint path pair, assuming all

links belong to at least one SRLG), can be formalized as

follows, with cm[(p,q)] = min[c(p),c(q)]

argmin
(p,q)

cm(p,q) : Rp∩Rq = /0 (4)

Similarly, the min-sum problem solved in [22] can be for-

malized as follows, with cs[(p,q)] = c(p)+ c(q):

argmin
(p,q)

cs[(p,q)] : Rp∩Rq = /0 (5)

3 Revision of CoSE and IMSH

3.1 Revision of CoSE Algorithm

For a known AP, its Conflicting Link Set T is a subset of

the links on the active path such that no active path using
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all these problematic links can find a link-disjoint backup

path [24]. Let I (the inclusion set) and E (the exclusion set)

be two disjoint subsets of A (the edge set of the network).

CoLE [24] solves the min-min routing problem by using a

divide-and-conquer technique based on the conflicting link

set T . Let P(I,E) designate the problem of finding a pair

of active path and backup path, where the active path is the

shortest among all possible active paths that must use the

links in I but not the links in E. Then, the original min-min

problem can be represented by P( /0, /0). In fact, because Di-

jkstra’s algorithm [5] is used for solving this problem [24],

what is ensured is that the edges affected by the SRLGs in

E are not used, and the edges in I may be used.

Let the conflicting link set be T = {a1,a2, ...,a|T |}, for a

given AP. Then each problem P(I,E) is divided into the fol-

lowing sub-problems, P( /0,{a1}), P({a1},{a2}), . . . ,

P({a1,a2, . . . ,a|T |−1},{a|T |}). A problem P has no solution

if its sub-problems (divided by this way) have no solution

[24]. The number of sub-problems to be solved for each

problem is equal to |T |.

CoSE algorithm solves the min-min problem extending

the Conflicting Link Exclusion (CoLE) algorithm [24], by

replacing the calculation of the conflicting link set by the

calculation of the Conflicting SRLG Set (CoSE). The Con-

flicting SRLG Set T [14] for a given active path, is defined

as a subset of the SRLGs along it, such that no active path

using all these problematic SRLGs can find a SRLG-disjoint

backup path. An algorithm (see appendix) is proposed [14]

which sequentially removes the SRLGs along an active path

from the network until no other path can be found: the re-

sulting set of removed SRLGs defines T .

The min-min SRLG-disjoint path pair problem is solved

starting with the P( /0, /0) problem. A shortest path is calcu-

lated (the candidate AP) and a SRLG-disjoint path is sought

in the network, after removing all the edges with any SRLG

in common with that AP. If a solution exists the algorithm

ends (in this case with an optimal solution); otherwise the

conflicting SRLG set T , T = {A1,A2, . . .A|T |}, of this AP

is calculated. Then the algorithm seeks to solve the sub-

problems: P( /0,{A1}), P({A1},{A2}), . . ., P({A1,A2, . . . ,

A|T |−1},{A|T |}). Each sub-problem will possibly result in

a new candidate AP; if that new AP has no SRLG-disjoint

path the conflicting SRLG set for that AP is calculated and

the algorithm tries to solve the new problem (in a network

where the edges affected by the SRLGs in the exclusion set

of the preceding problem(s) can not be used by the AP cal-

culated in the new problem). A list stores all solutions, ob-

tained from the generated sub-problems, and the path pair

with the shortest path is selected.

3.2 Revision of IMSH Algorithm

Suurballe’s algorithm [21] finds, in polynomial time, the

least cost link-disjoint path pair in a graph, if such a path-

pair exists.

In fact that algorithm can be used to find, for each pos-

sible sink vi, a pair of edge-disjoint paths from s to vi of

minimum total edge cost. In Suurballe’s algorithm the tree

of shortest paths from a source node s to all nodes, τs, is cal-

culated and then every edge cost is replaced by their reduced

cost c̄ [6]. Let πvi(τs) denote the cost of a path from s to vi in

τs; the reduced cost of the directed edge (vi,v j), associated

with τs is given by c̄viv j = cviv j −πv j(τs)+πvi(τs).
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This guarantees that every edge in τs has zero reduced

cost, and hence that every path in τs has zero cost. Also,

any two paths, p and q, with the same source and destina-

tion node preserve their ordering, that is if c(p)< c(q) then

c̄(p)< c̄(q).

To determine the min-sum edge-disjoint path pair from

s to t, the modified graph Ḡ is obtained by the calculation

of the reduced costs (c̄). A new modified graph is derived,

Ḡ∗, identical to Ḡ, but where every link (vi,v j) in the short-

est path, p1, from s to t (in τs) is removed and replaced by

a directed link (v j,vi) with cost −c̄viv j (which is zero in Ḡ,

due to the previous graph transformation); then the shortest

path, p∗1 is calculated in Ḡ∗ using Dijkstra’s algorithm. Ev-

ery directed edge in p∗1 whose reversal appears in p1 is des-

ignated as an interlacing edge. These interlacing edges must

be removed from paths p1 and p∗1 to get a pair of least cost

link-disjoint paths. This approach can not be used to obtain

an edge-disjoint path for the k-th shortest path pk, because

the cost of edge (vi,v j) in pk may not be zero and a negative

cycle could occur in Ḡ∗.

In [22] it is proposed a modification of Suurballe’s al-

gorithm (MSH) so that it can be applied to the k-th shortest

path for obtaining a pair of SRLG-disjoint paths. The re-

duced costs are not calculated in MSH (and therefore τs is

not required). As in Suurballe’s algorithm, the edges from s

to t in pk are removed from the new graph, G′, the directed

links from t to s in pk are added with null cost; then the cost

of all the links in the graph that are in SRLG conflict with the

links along the path pk is increased by M (sum of the costs

of all the links in the network). The rest of the heuristic is

similar to the Suurballe’s algorithm except that after remov-

ing the interlacing edges between pk and p′1, the obtained

path pair (p′k,q
′
k) is only considered an admissible solution

if p′k and q′k are SRLG-disjoint.

The Iterative Modified Suurballe’s Heuristic (IMSH) se-

quentially generates K shortest path using Yen’s algorithm

[26]; then for each obtained pk (k-th shortest path, k = 1, . . . ,

K) it uses the Modified Suurballe’s Heuristic to calculate a

pair of SRLG-disjoint paths based on each pk, and keeps a

record of the path pair with current lowest additive cost. The

algorithm ends after generating K shortest paths or earlier

if the recorded SRLG-disjoint path pair (current best solu-

tion) was obtained, (p,q) such that c[(p,q)] ≤ 2× pk; this

last condition is shown in [22] to ensure the optimality of

the obtained solution.

4 Description of CoSE-MS

In [3] it is presented an algorithm, which uses negative costs,

to obtain a min-sum edge-disjoint path pair. In this algo-

rithm, the shortest path, p1, between a given source and a

destination node (s, t), is calculated; a modified graph, G′

identical to G is created, where every link (vi,v j) in the ac-

tive path is removed and replaced by the directed link (v j,vi)

with cost −cviv j ; then the shortest path, p′1 in this network is

calculated, using a modified version of Dijkstra’s algorithm

[3]; finally, the interlacing edges on paths p1 and p′1, to get

a pair of least cost link-disjoint paths, must be removed. A

modified version of Dijkstra’s algorithm can be used in G′

because no negative cycles are created in G′. However if the

same approach were to be used with the k-th shortest pk,

such that c(pk)> c(p1), negative cycles may appear and the

modified Dijkstra’s algorithm could no longer be applied.

The algorithm proposed in this work is an efficient heuris-

tic to calculate a pair of edge and SRLG-disjoint path pair
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seeking to minimize its min-sum cost. This is achieved by

introducing Bhandari’s edge-disjoint shortest path pair al-

gorithm, taking into account the SRLGs in the shortest path,

designated here as Modified edge-disjoint Bhandari’s heuris-

tic (using an approach similar to MSH in [22]), and also in-

corporating MSH in the original version of CoSE.

In the Modified Bhandari’s edge-disjoint shortest path

pair Heuristic (MBH) the edges from s to t in p1 (shortest

path in the network) are removed from the new graph, G′,

the directed links from t to s in p1 are added with symmet-

ric (negative) cost and the cost of all the links in the graph

that are in SRLG conflict with the links along the path p1

is increased by M (sum of the costs of all the links in the

network). Then the shortest path in this new network is cal-

culated, p′1, using the modified Dijkstra’s algorithm. Finally

one must remove the interlacing edges on paths p1 and p′1

to get a pair of least cost link-disjoint paths. Note the calcu-

lated path pair may not be SRLG-disjoint.

The algorithm CoSE presented in [14], is a recursive al-

gorithm. In the recursive version every problem to be solved

must know the problems it is derived from, in particular the

set of SRLGs previously excluded by the problem(s) from

which the current problem originated. The algorithm CoSE-

MS is presented in iterative form. For that purpose, a third

element was added to each problem the set of previously

excluded SRLGs. Hence, now a problem is designated by

P(I,E,H), where I is the inclusion set, E the exclusion set

and H the union of all the exclusion sets of the problems

that originated the current problem P. The initial problem

will have I, E and H equal to /0. Note that the shortest path

of problem P(I,E,H) is calculated excluding from the graph

all links affected by SRLGs in the set E ∪H.

Algorithm CoSE-MS: Conflicting SRLG exclusion
for the Min-Sum problem (CoSE-MS)

Data: Network undirected graph G = (N,A), node
pair (s, t), c cost of the links and R set of risks.

Result: (pS,qS), a path pair from s to t, seeking to
minimise cs[(pS,qS)] subject to RpS ∩RqS = /0

1 Consider an empty stack S
2 Initialize: (pS,qS) = ( /0, /0), cs( /0, /0) = ∞
3 Consider P( /0, /0, /0) as the original problem
4 push (P)
5 while ¬ empty (S) do
6 Pc(Ic,Ec,Hc)← top (S) // current problem

7 pop (S) // remove top of S
8 pc← Shortest path in the current problem
9 if c(pc) 6= ∞ // pc exists

10 then
11 if Ic = /0∧Ec = /0∧Hc = /0 then
12 MBH (G,R,c, pc, p,q)
13 end
14 else
15 MSH ( G,R,c, pc, p,q)
16 end
17 if cs[(p,q] 6= ∞ then

// p is SRLG-disjoint with q
18 if cs(p,q)< cs(pS,qS) then

// Updates current solution

19 (pS,qS)← (p,q)
20 end
21 end
22 else
23 SRLG Exclusion (Ic, pc, T )

// Let T be {A1,A2, . . .A|T |}
24 H← Ec∪Hc
25 P1(I1,E1,H1)← P( /0,{A1},H)
26 push (S, P1)
27 i← 2
28 while i≤ |T | do
29 Pi(Ii,Ei,Hi)← P(Ii−1∪Ei−1,{Ai},H)
30 push (S, Pi)
31 i← i+1
32 end
33 end
34 end
35 end

// If cs(pS,qS) = ∞ no solution was found.

Otherwise (pS,qS) is the solution to

the min-sum problem.

The algorithm, in its non-recursive version, requires a

stack S of problems to be solved with the usual operations:
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push(S,P) (insert a new problem P at the top of stack S),

pop(S) (remove the top element from stack S), top(S) (return

the top element from stack S, without removing it, empty(S)

(returns true if S is empty, and false otherwise).

In CoSE-MS, function MSH(G,R,c, pc, p,q ) represents

the modified Suurballes’s heuristic, where pc is the short-

est path in the current problem (and corresponding pruned

network), and (p,q) is the resulting pair of SRLG-disjoint

paths; similarly, the modified Bhandari’s heuristic is repre-

sented by function MBH(G,R,c, pc, p,q ), where pc is the

shortest path in the original network, and (p,q) is the result-

ing pair of SRLG-disjoint paths in the network. If such pair

does not exist its cost will be ∞.

The function SRLG Exclusion(Ic, pc,T ) represents the

algorithm “Finding a conflicting SRLG set for a given active

path pc from node s to node t” in [14] which is given in the

appendix.

The main steps of CoSE-MS are similar to CoSE, dif-

fering in the calculation of the path pair corresponding to

each path pc, using the modified Bhandari’s algorithm in the

original problem or MSH in all the problems derived from

the original problem. Another difference between CoSE-MS

and CoSE is in line 25, where I1 is equal to /0 instead of Ic,

because it was verified that this leads to a higher number of

optimal solutions in CoSE-MS. This condition may lead to

a larger set T , but the algorithm will end because every new

problem has a larger set of excluded SRLGs (the union of E

and H), until no AP can be found.

The usage of MBH when pc = p1, results in a path pair

of cost lower or equal to the cost of the corresponding path

pair obtained using MSH, if a SRLG-disjoint path pair exists

derived from p1. This is relevant, because CoSE-MS ends if

a SRLG-disjoint path pair is obtained using p1. Otherwise

the algorithm, after calculating the conflicting SRLG set, T ,

proceeds to solve the problem(s) derived from T . The algo-

rithm ends when all problems have been solved and stack

S is empty. The best found solution is stored in (pS,qS); if

(pS,qS) = ( /0, /0) and cs(pS,qS) = ∞, no solution exists.

The proposed algorithm obtains link-disjoint SRLG di-

verse path pairs, but it can be easily adapted to obtain node-

disjoint solutions by using a vertex-splitting method [3].

4.1 An example

Consider the network in the Figure 1 (a) and (b), adapted

from the network in [14]. Assume all edge costs are equal

to 1 and that a SRLG-disjoint path pair is sought between

nodes 1 and 3, using CoSE-MS.

The initial problem, P( /0, /0, /0), calculates the AP can-

didate, pc = 〈1,e5,3〉, which is affected by SRLGs g1,g4

and g7. MBH receives a copy of the original network, re-

moves edge e5, adds the directed edge (3,1) with cost -1

and increases the cost of edges e1, and e3 (which have a

SRLG in common with pc) by M = 5; then, in this modi-

fied network, calculates the shortest path from node 1 to 3,

〈1,e1,2,e2,3〉; no interlacing edges exist between this path

and pc and (p,q) = (〈1,e5,3〉,〈1,e1,2,e2,3〉) is calculated;

MBH returns an ∞ cost for c(p,q), informing that p and q

are not SRLG-disjoint. Hence the algorithm proceeds to step

23, where set T = {g1,g4}, is calculated. Two new problems

are added to the stack: P( /0,{g1}, /0) (in line 25 of CoSE-MS)

and P({g1},{g4}, /0) (in the cycle controlled by line 28 of

CoSE-MS).

The next problem to be solved is Pc = P({g1},{g4}, /0).

The shortest path, from node 1 to 3, in a network where
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Fig. 1 Layered Architecture of an Optical Network based on [14].

edges e3 and e5 have been removed, because SRLG g4 has

been excluded from the network, is pc = 〈1,e1,2,e2,3〉. Path

pc is affected by SRLGs g1,g2 and g3. MSH receives a copy

of the original network, removes edges e1 and e2 (edges of

pc), adds the directed links (3,2) and (2,1) with cost 0, and

increases the cost of link e5 (which has a SRLG in com-

mon with pc) by M; the shortest path in this network is

〈1,e4,4,e3,3〉, which has no interlacing edges with the cur-

rent pc, and the resulting path pair is (p,q)= (〈1,e1,2,e2,3〉,

〈1,e4,4,e3,3〉), which is SRLG-disjoint; this path pair is re-

turned by MSH with cost c(p,q) = 4 and hence (pS,qS) =

(p,q).

Then the algorithm would remove the next (and last)

problem in stack S, Pc = P( /0,{g1}, /0). The solution to this

problem would be the path pair (p,q) = (〈1,e4,4,e3,3〉,

〈1,e1,2,e2,3〉), identical to the previous path pair, and the

current best solution,(pS,qS), would remain unchanged. This

will end the cycle controlled by line 5 of the algorithm (S is

now empty). Finally, the best solution, (pS,qS), would be

returned, as indicated in line 35 of CoSE-MS.

Fig. 2 Fourteen node NSFNET [2].

5 Performance Evaluation

Two different sets of experiments were made. The first set

uses random undirected networks and the second uses a vir-

tual topology of lightpaths over the physical topology of

NSFNET [2] (see Figure 2), a well known optical transport

network.

Random networks were used to evaluate the algorithm

performance solving the SRLG-diverse min-sum routing

problem, in very different size networks of low density, with

randomly generated SRLGs. The lightpath network allows

observing the impact on network performance of using CoSE-

MS (which does not ensure optimal solutions) versus the

larger CPU time required by IMSH, in a scenario where

SRLGs were obtained using an underlying optical transport

network.

In our implementation of IMSH we used the MPS algo-

rithm [17] in its loopless version. Note that although Yen’s

algorithm has the lowest worst case complexity among k-

shortest path ranking algorithms [26,15], we prefer to use

MPS because, in [16], experimental results show that in prac-

tical situations this algorithm is more efficient than Yen’s, in

terms of CPU time and RAM space.

5.1 Performance evaluation using random networks

For each number of nodes (n = 25,50,100,200,400,800)

ten different networks, with a given number of edges, were
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randomly generated1. For each of these networks the costs

of the arcs were randomly generated in two different ranges,

[1,65535] and [1,255]. For every node of degree 3 or higher,

every two out of three (emergent) adjacent links were ran-

domly selected as belonging to the same SRLG.

For IMSH, the value of K was set equal to 1000, for

tested networks (which will ensure, as will be shown, a very

high number of optimal solutions).

In each experiment, for each network 100 end-to-end

node pairs were randomly selected. To evaluate the impact

of the range of the costs of the links in the algorithms’ per-

formance, the same set of 100 end-to-end node pairs were

considered, for each pair of networks with the same topol-

ogy, but with different ranges for the cost of the links.

The considered performance measures were: the number

of optimal solutions, the CPU time to obtain those solutions

and the relative error of sub-optimal solutions of CoSE-MS.

In [7] results were presented for similar experiments, with

link costs in the range [1,65535]. The results in this work are

slightly different for that same link costs range, because new

seeds for the random generation of the set of end nodes were

used. This set of experiments used an Intel(R)

Core(TM)2 CPU 6320+ @ 1.86 GHz under Ubuntu.

In Figures 3 and 5 the average CPU time per node pair,

considering node pairs for which a solution was obtained, is

presented for n = 25,50,100 and for n = 200,400,800, re-

spectively, when link costs are in [1,255]. Equivalent results

are given in Figures 4 and 6 when link costs are in [1,65535].

The vertical bars represent the 95% confidence interval for

the average CPU time. It can be seen that CoSE-MS has a

1 The program used for network generation was kindly borrowed
from José Luis Santos of the Department of Mathematics of the Uni-
versity of Coimbra.

significantly better performance than IMSH, ranging from 3

times faster for n = 25 to over 10 times faster for n = 800,

when m = 2n, for both ranges of the cost of the links. For

m = 3n CoSE-MS is 3 to 11 times faster than IMSH, again

for both ranges of link costs.

Regarding the obtained optimal solutions, it can be seen

in Figures 7 and 8 that the number of optimal solutions found

by CoSE-MS is very high (the number of CoSE-MS’s op-

timal solutions was calculated comparing the cost of each

solution with the corresponding optimal cost obtained by

IMSH). The lowest value in the Figure 7 is 87.4% for CoSE-

MS versus 99.7% for IMSH and in the Figure 8 is 87.5%

for CoSE-MS versus 99.7% for IMSH, in both cases when

n= 400 and m = 2n. For m = 3n the number of optimal so-

lutions is larger, in the interval 92%-94.3%, as can be seen

in Figures 7 and 8. In relative terms, CoSE-MS has 88%-

90% and 91%-93% of the optimal solutions found by IMSH,

when m = 2n and m = 3n, respectively. The performance of
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Fig. 3 Average CPU time for obtaining a solution, considering node
pairs for which a solution was obtained, for n = 25,50,100, m = 2n,3n
and costs in the range [1,255].
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Fig. 4 Average CPU time for obtaining a solution, considering node
pairs for which a solution was obtained, for n = 25,50,100, m = 2n,3n
and costs in the range [1,65535].
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Fig. 5 Average CPU time for obtaining a solution, considering node
pairs for which a solution was obtained, for n = 200,400,800, m =
2n,3n costs in the range [1,255]

both algorithms does not seem to depend on the range of the

cost of the links.

The same node pairs were identified by both algorithms,

as having no solution, but CoSE-MS identified them in much

shorter time than IMSH. In the tested networks, the highest

number of node pairs for which no solution was obtained

was observed in the networks with n = 25 and m = 2n. For
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Fig. 6 Average CPU time for obtaining a solution, considering node
pairs for which a solution was obtained, for n = 200,400,800, m =
2n,3n [1,65535].
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Fig. 7 Average Percentage of optimal solutions for m = 2n,3n and
costs in the range [1,255].

these networks the CPU time per node pair without solution

was in average 18 ms and 19 ms for CoSE-MS, 706 ms and

728 ms for IMSH (which are much higher than the aver-

age CPU time when a solution was obtained), for costs in

the range [1,65535] and [1,255], respectively. In the tested

cases IMSH ended with very few sub-optimal solutions: one

for n = 400, m = 3n, three for n = 400,800 and m = 2n,
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Fig. 8 Average Percentage of optimal solutions for m = 2n,3n, and
costs in the range [1,65535].
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Fig. 9 Average relative error of the sub-optimal solutions obtained by
CoSE-MS, when IMSH obtains an optimal solution for m= 2n,3n, and
costs in the range [1,255].

regardless of considered ranges (6 sub-optimal solutions in

6000 node pairs, for each range cost).

Regarding the accuracy of the sub-optimal solutions cal-

culated by CoSE-MS, the average relative error of the sub-

optimal solutions obtained by CoSE-MS, when IMSH ob-

tains an optimal solution, is presented in Figures 9 and 10.

The relative error of the sub-optimal solution is marginally
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Fig. 10 Average relative error of the sub-optimal solutions obtained
by CoSE-MS, when IMSH obtains an optimal solution for m = 2n,3n,
and costs in the range [1,65535].

higher for the smaller range cost, especially for the smaller

neworks. The smaller networks, n = 25 for m = 2n, pre-

sented the highest average relative error, 11.8% and 12.4%

for costs in the range [1,65535] and [1,255], respectively;

also for m = 3n, for both range costs, the smaller networks,

n = 25, presented the highest average relative error, 9.5%.

For larger networks (n= 400,800) the relative error was less

than 6%, as can be seen in Figures 9 and 10.

5.2 Performance evaluation in an optical network

This second experiment considers a virtual topology over

NSFNET (see Figure 2). The virtual arcs in this virtual topol-

ogy consist of direct lightpaths between every pair of nodes

whose distance does not exceed 2500 Km [9]. SRLGs are

associated with the virtual arcs so that two arcs that trans-

verse the same physical link share a common SRLG. This

resulted in a network with 14 nodes and 54 undirected arcs.

The number of lightpaths needed in each arc was determined

by dimensioning the virtual topology for supporting a traffic
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matrix proportional to the one presented in [2]. For routing

purposes, the cost of an arc in the virtual topology was con-

sidered equal to 1 added with α × (h− 1) where h is the

number of hops that lightpath transverses in the underlying

physical layer, and α is a small number. The cost of an ac-

tive path in the virtual topology, given by equation (2), will

reflect the number of used lighpaths and of the underlying

physical hops, minimizing not only the virtual hop distance,

but also the physical hop length. The cost of the links were

in [1,1.3], taking α = 0.1. The nodes were considered to

have full wavelength conversion capability. Twenty experi-

ments were made, using different seeds for the generation of

connection requests. The bars around average performance

values represent the width of the corresponding 95% confi-

dence interval.

Using incremental traffic, according to the traffic matrix

in [2], the following performance measures were consid-

ered: number of accepted requests, used bandwidth, num-

ber of blocked requests in each batch of 50 connection re-

quests, average CPU time per request (accepted of blocked),

and average CPU time per request (accepted of blocked) in

each batch of 50 connection requests. These measures seek

to evaluate the relative performance of CoSE-MS and IMSH

when the SRLG information has a relation with the under-

lying optical network. In this second set of experiments a

AMD 64X2 4800 @ 2.4 GHz computer, also under Ubuntu,

was used.

In the previous experiments with random networks, it

was observed that the larger the networks the more signifi-

cant was the difference of the CPU times required by CoSE-

MS and IMSH. For the smaller networks, n = 25, CoSE-

MS was only 3 times faster than IMSH, but CoSE-MS had

a significant advantage over IMSH when no solutions were

found. When incremental traffic is used, eventually the net-

work will become congested and IMSH’s performance will

depend on the value of K. The value of K, such that IMSH

still obtains a high number of optimal solutions without com-

promising its performance when no solution can be found,

is not easy to determine. Considering that the virtual topol-

ogy used in the second set of experiments is smaller (only

14 nodes), but slightly denser (m = 54) than the previously

considered random networks, two smaller values for K were

used, K = 100,500.

It was verified that both K = 100 and K = 500 led to the

same solutions in the tested network (all calculated solutions

were optimal, or no solution could be obtained), so results

will be given for IMSH without reference to K, except when

CPU time is discussed. Until the 900th request no difference

can be observed regarding the used bandwidth by both algo-

rithms. Therefore in Figures 11 and 12 results are presented

with the number of requests starting in 900. The difference

between the number of accepted requests in CoSE-MS and

IMSH can only be visible after 1050 requests and the final

difference is in average only 4.5 requests in over 1000 ac-

cepted requests. In Figure 12, it can be seen that CoSE-MS

uses slightly more bandwidth than IMSH, as would be ex-

pected, because CoSE-MS solutions are not always optimal.

After 1200 requests CoSE-MS approaches IMSH, but it has

slightly less accepted requests (see Figure 11).

To evaluate the quality of the solutions obtained by CoSE-

MS in this network, the number of optimal solutions and

the relative error of sub-optimal solutions of CoSE-MS were

calculated running the simulator using IMSH, and for each

connection request calculating the corresponding solution
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Fig. 11 Average number of accepted requests.

using CoSE-MS (for the same network state); and then the

simulator proceeded using the solution obtained by IMSH.

In a total of 24000 requests (1200 requests × 20 differ-

ent runs), both algorithms found a solution in 21414 cases,

and only 100 times did the cost of the obtained solutions

present a different value. Up to the 900th request both al-

gorithms gave solutions with the same (optimal) cost. The

observed 100 different solutions had an average relative er-

ror of 14,7% with a standard deviation of 12.5%.

Then the symmetrical experiment was done: running the

simulator using CoSE-MS, and for each connection request

calculating the corresponding solution using IMSH (for the

same network state); and then the simulator proceeded using

the solution obtained by CoSE-MS. Of the accepted 21326

requests with both algorithms, only 105 solutions of CoSE-

MS had higher cost than the ones obtained by IMSH. In this

test an average relative error of 12,8% with a standard devi-

ation of 10.4% was observed.

These two experiments confirm the high number of opti-

mal solutions and small relative error obtained using random

networks.
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Fig. 12 Average used bandwidth.

Only after the 900th request there is a connection request

rejection. In Figure 11 the number of accepted requests de-

creases very fast after the 1000th request (when the network

has close to 88% of used bandwidth).

The average CPU time per request (accepted or rejected)

is presented in Figure 13. IMSH uses only 25% more CPU

time than CoSE-MS when the network is not congested .

After the 950th connection request, when blocking appears

(see Figure 11), IMSH CPU time grows significantly, espe-

cially when K = 500, while the CPU time used by CoSE-MS

does not seem to be affected by network congestion. The

confidence intervals for CoSE-MS are very narrow and not

visible in Figures 13 and 14.

The average CPU time per request in each batch of 50 re-

quests is given in Figure 14, where it can be confirmed that

the CPU time per request, when there is a high rate of unsuc-

cessful requests, strongly depends on K. Figure 14 confirms

that, regarding CPU time, IMSH performance degrades sig-

nificantly in the presence of network congestion, and more

acutely for K = 500. Although it was verified that K = 100

was sufficiently large for a good performance of IMSH, this

value is not easy to estimate. After the 1100 request the net-
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each batch of 50 requests.

work is so congested (it has 94% of used bandwidth – see

Figure 12) that the CPU time per request decreases for both

algorithms, because the residual network has less links than

the original network, and is likely disconnected. Even for

K = 100, the CPU time per request, after the 1000th request

is significantly higher in IMSH, when compared with CoSE-

MS.

To conclude it can be said that, regarding the number of

accepted request and the amount of used bandwidth, IMSH

slightly outperforms CoSE-MS. However all solutions ob-

tained by CoSE-MS were optimal until congestion occurred

in the network, and only 0.467% of the obtained solutions

were suboptimal. Regarding CPU time, due to the small size

of the considered network, and in the absence of congestion,

the CPU difference between CoSE-MS and IMSH is not as

significant as observed in random networks, but CoSE-MS

is advantageous since it always finds the optimal solution in

less CPU time. Moreover, as soon as blocking appears, the

difference between the two algorithms is significant, with a

clear advantage for CoSE-MS, at the expense of a slightly

lower number of successful connections.

6 Conclusion

In [11] the problem of finding a SRLG-disjoint path pair

was shown to be NP-Complete. In today’s networks, with

the introduction of GMPLS, SRLG-disjoint path pairs have

to be calculated for routing protected traffic flows. In this

context it is important to obtain a solution in a very short

time, in order to allow on-line SRLG diverse routing.

In this work an efficient heuristic (CoSE-MS) was pro-

posed for calculating a SRLG-disjoint path pair, seeking to

minimize its total (additive) cost. This heuristic modifies

CoSE [14] (proposed for solving the min-min SRLG-disjoint

path pair problem) by introducing a modified Bhandari’s

edge-disjoint shortest path pair heuristic (MBH) and using

the Modified Suurballe’s Heuristic (MSH) proposed in [22].

Although CoSE-MS does not give any information regard-

ing the optimality of the obtained solutions, computational

results using random networks showed that it requires con-

siderably less CPU time than IMSH (especially in larger

networks) and generates a significant number of optimal so-

lutions. The results obtained using random networks were

confirmed using a virtual lightpath network based on NSFNET

network, with incremental traffic. The high number of op-
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timal solutions obtained by CoSE-MS resulted in an aver-

age of used bandwidth and an average number of rejected

requests very close to IMSH, using much less CPU time,

especially when the network was congested. Therefore in

the context of on-line protected routing, CoSE-MS is a good

compromise between the quality of obtained solutions and

of the used CPU time.
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A Conflicting SRLG set

In the algorithm to find a conflicting SRLG set for a given active path

p from node s to node t [14] the function insert inserts a new element

in a list of paths or a new element in a set of SRLGs and the function

erase removes an element from a set of SRLGs and returns its value.
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